
LES CENT CIELS DE JUNE

• CRAFT/PROFESSION
June PIETRA is a watercolour painter. She
makes pen or pencil drawings and then gives
her imagination free rein with watercolours.
“Watercolour is a medium which teaches
patience and humility”, June explains. “You
learn from your mistakes and you never make
them again”.

June mostly paints outdoors, “immersed in
landscapes so I can capture plays of light and
unexpected scenes. The only equipment I need
fits into my hand”. In her studio, she loves
working on more complex compositions,
particularly portraits.
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• INSPIRATION AND ART/DESIGNS
June spends many hours seeking the perfect
framing for her work, the right composition in
harmony with the time of day, sunlight and
visual angle. “I create art which conveys the
feeling of a walk or trip in the countryside”.

Her paintings “transcribe the beauty of a place,
its inner energy and character. And the same is
true of my portraits...” June prizes authenticity
above representation.

Her watercolours reflect the essence of a
fleeting moment, often featuring striking,
contrasting colours. She draws her inspiration
from New Caledonia's landscapes, natural
beauties and abstract forms, plants and, above
all, light. When working in her studio, June loves
“creating juxtapositions and overlays to entwine
human, animal and plant elements.

She is an enthusiastic traveller and has created
a dozen large format travel journals.
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